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By Mr. Shea of Lowell, petition of Philip L. Shea for legislation to

provide increases in the amount that state or county fairs are required
to pay the State Racing Commission for conducting racing at state
fairs. Taxation.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Six

An Act providing an increase in the amount that a state or
COUNTY FAIR MUST PAY THE RACING COMMISSION FOR CONDUCTING

RACES AT SAID FAIRS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 Chapter 128 A of the General Laws is hereby amended by
2 striking out section 5, as most recently amended by section 3 of
3 chapter 208 of the acts of 1972, and inserting in place thereof the
4 following section:
5 Section 5. Before holding or conducting a racing meeting,
6 every licensee shall provide a place or places, equipped as
7 hereinafter provided, on the grounds where such meeting is held
8 or conducted or adjacent thereto, but not elsewhere, at which
9 such licensee shall conduct and supervise the pari-mutuel or

10 certificate system of wagering on the speed or ability of horses or
11 dogs performing in the races held or conducted by such licensee at
12 such meeting, and such pari-mutuel or certificate method of
13 wagering upon such races so conducted shall not under any
14 circumstances be held or construed to be unlawful, other statutes
15 of the commonwealth to the contrary notwithstanding. Such
16 place or places shall be equipped with automatic betting machines
17 capable of accurate and sppedy determination of award or
18 dividend to winning patrons, and all such awards or dividends
19 shall be calculated by a totalisator machine or like machine,
20 except at state or county fairs.
21 No wagers on any race shall be received by a licensee unless
22 they are made within the grounds aforesaid on the day such race
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is held by patrons who purchase their betting tickets at the
windows or booths provided therefor.

23
24

No other place or method of betting, pool making, wagering or
gambling shall be used or permitted by the licensee, nor shall this
chapter be deemed to authorize or legalize the pari-mutuel or
certificate system of wagering on any races except horse and dog
races at the track where such pari-mutuel or certificate system of
wagering is conducted. Each licensee conducting a racing meeting
shall become the custodian or depository for such sums as may be
deposited with such licensee by patrons as wagers on the speed or
ability of any one or more horses or dogs in a race or races and
such licensee shall be responsible for such sums so deposited and
shall return to the winning patrons so wagering on the speed or
ability of any one or more horses or dogs in a race or races all
sums so deposited as an award or dividend, according to the
acknowledged and recognized rules and method under which
such pari-mutuel or certificate system has been operated, less the
breaks, as defined in this section, and less an amount not to
exceed eighteen per cent of the total amount so deposited by the
patrons wagering on the speed or ability ofrunning horses except
at a state or county fair, and eighteen per cent of the total amount
so deposited by the patrons wagering on the speed or ability of
harness horses or of dogs except at a state or county fair, and less
the so-called breaks, as defined in this section.
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47 Each person licensed to conduct a running horse racing

meeting shall pay to the commission on the day following each
day of such horse racing meeting, except on the day following a
Sunday horse racing meeting, a sum equal to nine and one half
per cent of the total amount deposited on the preceding day by
the patrons so wagering at such meeting, said percentage to be
paid from the eighteen per cent withheld, as provided in this
section, from the total amount wagered. Each licensee holding a
racing meeting on Sunday shall pay to the commission on the day
following each Sunday of such horse racing meeting a sum equal
to eight and one half per cent of the total amount deposited on
the preceding Sunday by the patrons so wagering at such meeting,
said percentage to be paid from the eighteen per cent withheld, as
provided in this section from the total amount wagered.
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61 Each person licensed to conduct a dog racing meeting shall pay
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to the commission, on the day following each day of such dog
racing meeting, a sum equal to six and one half per cent of so
much of the total amount deposited on the preceding day by
patrons so wagering at such meeting as does not exceed one
hundred and fifty thousand dollars, ten per cent of so much
thereof as exceeds one hundred and fifty thousand dollars hut
does not exceed two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, eleven
and one quarter per cent of so much thereof as exceeds three
hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars, said percentages to be
paid from the eighteen per cent withheld, as provided in this
section, from the total amount wagered. Each licensee may retain
as his commission on the total of all sums so deposited, in
addition to his share of the breaks as hereinafter provided, a sum
not exceeding the balance of the sixteen and eighteen per cent
withheld as provided in this section from the total amount
wagered after deducting therefrom the amount hereinbefore
required to be paid to the commission.
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79 Each licensee conducting a racing meeting in connection with a

state or county fair shall become the custodian or depository for
such sums as may be deposited with such licensee by patrons as
wagers on the speed or ability of any one or more horses or dogs
in a race or races and such licensee shall be responsible for such
sum so deposited and shall return to the winning patrons so
wagering on the speed or ability of any one or more horses or
dogs in a race or races all sums so deposited as an award or
dividend, according to the acknowledged and recognized rules
and method under which such pari-mutuel or certificate system
has been operated, less the breaks, as defined in this section, and
less an amount not to exceed eighteen per cent of the total
amount so deposited by the patrons wagering on the speed or
ability of harness horses, running horses or dogs and less the so-
called breaks, as defined in this section.
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/# 94 Each such person may retain as his commission on the total of
all sums so deposited, in addition to his share of the breaks as
hereinafter provided, a sum not exceeding the balance of the
eighteen per cent withheld as provided in this section, from the
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total amount wagered after deducting thereform the amount
hereinbefore required to be paid to the commission.

9K
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One half of the odd cents over any multiple of ten cents of
winnings per dollar wagered shall be retained by the licensee, and
one half shall be paid to the commission on the day following
each day of a horse or dog racing meeting. Such odd cents shall in
this chapter be called the “breaks”.
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105 Each person licensed to conduct a harness horse racing

meeting, shall pay to the commission on the following day of eaclls
such horse racing meeting, except on the day following a Sunday
harness horse racing meeting, a sum equal to six and one half per
cent of so much of the total amount deposited on the preceding
day by the patrons so wagering at such meeting as does not
exceed four hundred thousand dollars, seven and three quarters
per cent of so much thereof as exceeds four hundred thousand
dollars but does not exceed four hundred and fifty thousand
dollars, eight and one quarter per cent of so much thereof as
exceeds four hundred and fifty thousand dollars but does not
exceed five hundred thousand dollars, eight and three quarters
per cent of so much thereof as exceeds five hundred thousand
dollars but does not exceed five hundred and fifty thousand 1
dollars, nine and one quarter per cent of so much thereof as
exceeds five hundred and fifty thousand dollars but does not
exceed six hundred thousand dollars, nine and three quarters per
cent of so much thereof as exceeds six hundred thousand dollars
but does not exceed six hundred and fifty thousand dollars, and
ten and one quarter per cent of all over six hundred and fifty
thousand dollars, said percentages to be paid from the eighteen
per cent withheld, as provided in this section from the total
amount wagered. Each licensee holding a harness horse racing
meeting on Sunday shall pay to the commission on the day
following each Sunday of such harness horse racing meeting a
sum equal to five and one half per cent of so much of the tot?j|
amount deposited on the preceding Sunday by the patrons so
wagering at such meeting as does not exceed four hundred
thousand dollars, six and three quarters per cent of so much
thereof as exceeds four hundred thousand dollars but does not
exceed four hundred and fifty thousand dollars, seven and one
quarter per cent of so much thereof as exceeds four hundred and
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137 fifty thousand dollars but does not exceed five hundred thousand
138 dollars, seven and three quarters per cent of so much thereof as
139 exceeds five hundred thousand dollars but does not exceed five
140 hundred and fifty thousand dollars, eight and one quarter per
141 cent of so much thereof as exceeds five hundred and fifty
142 thousand dollars but does not exceed six hundred thousand
143 dollars, eight and three quarters per cent of so much thereof as
144 exceeds six hundred thousand dollars but does not exceed six
145 hundred and fifty thousand dollars and nine and one quarter per
146 cent of all over six hundred and fifty thousand dollars, said
147 percentages to be paid from the eighteen per cent withheld, as
148 provided in this section, from the total amount wagered.
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